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EDITORIAL
First of all we need to apologize for the delays with you receiving the last issue

of Leyland Torque and the Journal and indeed this issue of Torque.  Judging from

your letters and e-mails Torque No.28 was one of the best issues so far, and I hope you

found it worth waiting for.

The delay was caused by our change to a new method of producing the maga-

zines and, despite starting the ball rolling much earlier than usual, it took a long time

to get to grips with the new system and set everything up for future editions.  This

extra work fell on the shoulders of Ron Philips, who compiles the magazines and,

with Torque No.28 being late, this had a knock-on effect with the Journal, and indeed

Torque No.29 which has now clashed with holidays.  One has to bear in mind that all

of this work being carried out is done on a voluntary basis in our spare time.  I also

hold down a full time and very demanding job and once we are behind it is very

difficult to catch up, however, we will endeavour to do so with the winter issue.

The change in technology means that, instead of sending text to the printers

with gaps for photographs, we actually make up the pages complete, with scanned

photographs, captions, headers etc. and send them on PDF files.  The whole object is

to streamline the process with the most up to date technology and to give a better

service to our members.  In future there will be no need to send original photographs

to the printers, thereby reducing the risk of loss.

Following my request re Leyland films in the last issue, David Corns has kindly

offered to donate a 16mm film “I Like Truckin” to the Society, and I am hot on the

trail of some 1920/30s Leyland films  -  more news later.
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LEYLAND SOCIETY NEWS
 Enrolment of our 1000th Member

We are very pleased to welcome the 1000th Member of the Leyland  Society,

John Crozier of Biggar, Lanark.  John was one of several who joined the Society at the

Leyland Gathering held on Sunday 10th July and, to celebrate this momentous event,

your Committee unanimously decided to give John a year’s free membership. The photo

shows John in the company of Dave Moores and Dave Bishop, who between them are

responsible for membership matters, and our Vice President Neil Steele.

Appointment of New Committee Members
At our September Committee Meeting held at Rugeley, it was agreed that we

should approve the appointment of John Howie, Surrey, and Wilf Dodds, Durham, to

the Leyland Society Committee.

2005 Annual General Meeting of the Society

Second notice is  given of the Annual General Meeting of the Leyland Society

Limited. This meeting will take place at the Museum of British Road Transport, Hale

Street, Coventry, on Sunday 6th November 2005, 12.30pm in the Starley Room for a

1.00pm start.

Renewal of Subscriptions

Members are reminded that if they  have not done so, the time to renew their

annual subscriction to the Society is now overdue.  Included with this issue of Torque

to all members who have not renewed is a Reminder Slip, and David Moores, our

Membership Secretary, would appreciate a prompt reply.  Otherwise, this is the last

magazine you will get!

Overseas Members who do not have bank accounts in the UK can now pay

subscriptions electronically (by credit card etc.)  and they received further details of

this with their renewal forms. You will find more details of this on our improved

Website. If you are online you can visit us at www.leylandsociety.co.uk.

This photograph is only

the second digitally taken

picture used in our books

and magazines. Seen in

the Society marquee at

the July Gathering is the

1000th member to enrol in

the Society, John Crozier,

flanked by Neil Steele and

David Moores (left) and

David Bishop (right).

       (David Berry)
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WORDS AND PICTURES
Photographs for Torque
The photo on the opposite page is only the second digital image we have used

in 29 editions of Torque and 7 of the Leyland Society Journal. In general the photo

content of our present publications is of digitised photographs (i.e. prints/negatives

which have been scanned (and adjusted and cleaned as necessary) and then turned

into TIF images at 300 dpi to a standard 3 x 2 dimension.......see picture below.)

Printing of Torque No.28 and Journal No.7 was severely delayed by the sub-

mission of non-standard sized photographs in various formats, some of which were

several stages away from the original (e.g. a print from a copy negative sent by

Email as a JPG.) Although our old method of production, partly sending the printer

PSD files created at the BCVM and partly by sending black and white or colour

prints for him to handle, had its drawbacks, the new “streamlined” system is not yet

working effectively.

Can we say, therefore, that if you wish to send photos for publication, the

preferred method is as hitherto. Please send a print to the Editor, Mike Sutcliffe, who

will scan the image to our required specification and return your print immediately.

It you do not wish to do that, do NOT Email a low resolution JPG, but put the

image onto a CD and post that to Mike.

Cover pictures
On the front cover is a picture of British Road Services Leyland Octopuses

unloading at Covent Garden fruit and vegetable market in the labour intensive days

after the Second World War. On the rear (and below) is a Leyland TD4 with a vee-

front body built by Leyland, somewhat disguised by the addition of the deep louvres

on the upper deck windows. New in 1935 to Cape Town independent bus operator

Northern Transport, this vehicle and its sisters were eventually taken over into the

fleet of City Tramways, in whose service it is seen here in 1948, as fleet number 122.

Behind can be seen a post-war Leyland with Weymann style body by Bus Bodies.

This photograph has

been prepared from a

copy negative sent to

Leyland  by  the  South

African agents. Cropped

to 3x2 dimensions, and

digitally cleaned (i.e. all

scratches and other

marks removed), it was

then converted from

PSD to TIF format to

become part of the PDF

file carrying this page.

         (BCVMA)



EARLY HISTORY OF LEYLAND
Mike Sutcliffe’s history of the Company
PART XI - THE ROAD CARRYING CO. LTD.

In the last Chapter of the early history, we looked at the success of the “Leyland” Class

B undertype steam wagon, one of the most important, if not the most important, wagon of the

day. One of the factors that contributed to its success was the large order for 11 wagons from

the Road Carrying Co. Ltd. in 1902, and in this episode we take a brief look at the company

together with a vivid description of a journey on one of its steam wagons (No.11) in the middle

of winter and with no cab or even a canopy for protection.

The Road Carrying Co. was one of the first major hauliers to use mechanical transport

and the company was incorporated on 13th February 1902. There was massive support for its

foundation and the initial subscribers for shares in the company included - John Spurrier Jnr.

engineer, Leyland (who needs no introduction); William Birtwhistle, cotton spinner, Billingscar,

Blackburn, (the “Leyland” enthusiast who purchased the third Liverpool Trials wagon); Harold

Appleby, corn miller, Blackburn; Jesse Ellis, engineer, Maidstone (maker of Jesse Ellis steam

wagons); Thomas Clarkson, engineer (maker of steam wagons); William M. Letts, manager ( a

very important motor dealer in London, who, with Jarrott, was soon to have dealings with

Crossley); and Charles Cordingley, newspaper proprietor, London EC  (originator of Cordingley’s

Show, Islington, forerunner of the Commercial Motor show at Olympia): quite an impressive

line-up.

The Company’s registered office was at Fowler’s Buildings, 7 Victoria St., Liverpool,

although in March 1904 this changed to 68 Renshaw St., Liverpool, and again in July 1905 to

27 Leece St., Liverpool. There were depots in Liverpool and Blackburn and apart from running

a regular service between the two towns, the wagons went further afield as far as Lancaster.

The first two wagons were built by the Lancashire Steam Motor Co., Nos.1 and 2 in the

Road Carrying Co. fleet. They were both Class B wagons with platform bodies and had Works

Nos. 56 and 61 respectively. Each carried a “painter’s weight”, just scraping under the 3 ton

limit, with No.2 having a tare of 2tons 19cwt 3 quarters and 20 lbs. By December 1902 the

Road Carrying Co. were reputed to have eleven “Leylands” in use, so a further nine must have

been delivered later in 1902. Fleet Nos 1,7,8,11 and 14 are all mentioned in an account of their

operations in The Motor Car Journal of 3rd January 1903, and even if fleet number 13 was not

used, there must have been at least two non-Leylands in the fleet by the end of 1902. Unfortu-

nately, no registration numbers are known for any of these wagons (these would have been

issued after December 1903) so it is difficult to obtain precise details of the whole fleet, but

Bert Bath, who worked for Viney’s at  Preston, said that these Leylands all existed (he also

remembered the Deakin wagon).

By the end of 1902 the issued capital of the company was £18,840, certainly enough to

purchase and operate 14 steam wagons, but five months later the company was running into

difficulties as its bankers, Parr’s Bank, required a mortgage debenture of £5,500. Financial

matters clearly did not improve and on 13th December 1906 a special resolution was passed to

put the company into voluntary liquidation (the final winding up meeting was 5th May, 1908).

This would have meant that, sometime in 1907, a large number of second-hand steam wagons

must have been for sale, but unfortunately I have not been able to trace any of these, and being

at such an early date they may have all gone for scrap - will we ever know ? What we do know

is that new operators started up around that time, like H. Viney & Co., Preston, and they would

have no doubt picked up good new business - as with the next major failure, the Manchester

Motor Co. Ltd., also with some good second-hand wagons, as we will see in a future chapter.
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Many transport firms which were formed at the birth of the motor haulage and

passenger transport industries did not last long and ran into financial difficulties, but

they represented very important developments in the early history of transport, and

particularly that of the Lancashire Steam Motor Co.

Above is an example of the letterhead used by the Road Carrying Co. It reveals that

they had premises in Vauxhall Road, Liverpool (the Docks area), in Hardman Street,

close to the later registered office at Leece Street, and in Simmons St., Blackburn.

The Road Carrying Company wagon No.1, photographed when new in the summer of

1902 on the road bridge near Leyland Station. The Commercial Railway Hotel can be

seen in the background (it is still in use today) together with a new row of houses,

possibly Derby Street. The gas lamp on the left is useful for dating photographs, as it

was dismantled and replaced with a new one on the other side of the road in late 1902.

Note also the horizontal web on the engine casing of this Class B wagon and No.2

depicted overleaf, and, of course, the total lack of protection for the driver.
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The Road Carrying Company wagon No.2 at the same location as seen on page 5. It

is loaded with sacks of unrefined sugar for Fairrie and Co., Liverpool.       (BCVMA)

EXTRACT FROM THE MOTOR CAR JOURNAL

(3rd January 1903)
A description of a ride of forty miles on a steam motor wagon; the route was from Liverpool to Blackburn

via Aintree, Maghull, Ormskirk, Burscough, Rufford, Tarleton, Walmer Bridge, Preston and Salmesbury.

The journey started from the depot in Vauxhall Road, and the writer describes it thus:

It is now 5.30 pm. Ting-ting-ting-a-ling go the gongs of the incoming lorries

returning from their day trip to St.Helens and back. Six arrive within thirty-five min-

utes. Three are to go to Blackburn tonight, but only two of these are yet in. they have

on board their loads of cotton from the docks. No, neither of these is my lorry.

“Where is number eleven?” asks Mr. Rosenheim, the engineer of Foreman

Ambler. “Towing in number fourteen,” comes the ominous reply, which makes the

thirst for copy liven a little. Shortly after number eleven enters the depot on the low

gear, both she and her helples trailer under full loads. A small connection to one of the

pumps had fractured three miles from home. Immediately comes the inspection by the

running shed staff, and number eleven is pronounced fit for the night-shift trip to

Blackburn. The day driver enters the office to hand in his records, and he of the night

has already rung on duty. A reliable and determined-looking man is my judgement, as

he goes down to the stores, in the company of his fireman, the two reappearing almost

instantly loaded with two oilskin coats and no less than six hurricane lamps.

Fourteen bags of coke are certified for, one gallon of engine oil, and sundry

oddments. Meantime number eleven has been backed by one of the depot men to the
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end of the shed nearest to the departure gate, but without a load. I am growing impa-

tient, two lorries having already started with their loads of cotton. Suddenly the gate

is run back, and a waiting horse drawn lorry is discerned waiting in the street. Sheets

fly off, and the vault opens simultaneously - Petrol, by Jove! I exclaim involuntarily,

with visions of premature cremation. Was I to ride to Blackburn without a smoke?

And what were the odds that the ashpan would not have a share in providing a healthy

conflagration?  “Reject that case,” shouted the foreman loader, and I returned to my

wits to see a leaking tin sent back to store by the cart, case and all. Row upon row,

some off the cart and some from the vault, were the cases built compactly together.

“We like the load, it sits well,” was the nonchalent reply to my enquiry as to what the

men thought.

In half an hour, all was on and double sheeted. A spar-like pole was erected

horizontally at the back, above the load, and the tail lamp secured thereto. “Petrol

vapour is heavier than air, and the front lamps are never in it,” was the only explana-

tion needed or vouchsafed. Four of the hurricane lamps were suspended at the front of

the lorry, and a fifth was placed on the footboard, behind the boiler, to show the

gauges. Seven-thirty and we are off! I am ensconced on a sack on the top of the

toolbox, between the driver and the fireman.

The  novelty, not to say apprehension of being on a vehicle carrying  800

gallons of petroleum spirit (for that was our load) quickly wore off. The Vauxhall

Detail from wagon number 2, showing the Lancashire Steam Motor Co. transfer, with

the wagon no. 61 painted on, as well as the bell-shaped motif of the RCCo. (BCVMA)
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Road depot, from which we started, lies practically in the centre of Liverpool, and it

was exactly four miles to Sefton Arms, Aintree, where we plunged into darkness (1),

leaving both tram lines and dwellings astern. Never shall I forget that plunge. The

lorry slowed down from about six to three miles per hour, and my high opinion of the

driver gave place to a sense of trepidation. The man was steering by the line of the off-

side kerb, or the hedge, where there was no footwalk, the object of the extra hurricane

lamps being apparent, as their beams shone out obliquely against the sides of the

road. On the near side the fireman kept watch between his intervals of stoking. ever

and anon he shovelled coke upon the concave top of the boiler casing, where it dried

slightly before being dropped down the central shute by lifting the round lid. He was

shovelling and lifting as for dear life, and the engine was pulling hard. To keep 220

pounds of steam was evidently a tussle, whilst less than 150 meant low gear. The mud

squelched and oozed under the six-inch drivers, which had been tripping gaily when

we remained on the excellent Liverpool setts. Suddenly the car jumped forward. We

were on setts again and climbing a canal bridge. Bump, bang, slap go the springs on

the stop blocks, and my liver is already less sluggish. These holes in the road are

anguish, but the driver says apologetically that he now knows most of them, and

avoids them to ensure his bonus for the condition of the wagon.

We are at the Old Roan Inn, five miles from the Liverpool Depot and seven

times that from our destination. Time occupied, one hour and three minutes. I am

informed that the mud and slush on the macadam just traversed is as heavy as any-

thing until we get to Rufford. This is interesting. Perhaps we shall stick altogether or

go through the crust later on. No, we had not yet been in low gear. The coke is none

too good and quickly forms a heavy clinker, in consequence of which we have wasted

fuel and steam by having the blast going from the instant we left the setts. I ply the

driver with questions and am quickly reassured as to his ability. The “spark-arrester”,

a clumsy and cumbersome contrivance of wire gauze, having two layersof 64-mesh to

the inch, is removed and stowed away, now that we are in the country. One can readily

see how it interferes with the draught of the fire. Clinkering over, watering follows.

The suction hose is uncoiled, a lid by the roadside lifted, and the rose dropped. to all

intents and purposes into the ground. I unhitch one of the hurricane lamps to assist

inspection and the driver explains that this is one of the company’s watering stations.

Serious troubles and difficulties over the taking of water from canals, streams and

troughs have been solved by the putting in of large tanks underground, securely lagged

against frost, and kept full by ball-valve regulators. The supply is by meter, and these

tanks are situated at selected points every few miles on  the  roads served by the

wagons. But woe betide the stranger who seeks to help himself, for the local police

and residents are on the qui vive to earn the reward which is offered for the detection

of any wrongful consumption of the supplies.  (2)

Nine o’clock finds us on the road again, prospects being more cheery. We are

averaging a mile in eleven minutes, subject to what the driver tells me  as to the

location of the milestones. Steam is maintained at full pressure, and sparks fly gener-

ously enough to cause me to pull down my cap. I watch these sparks, I positively hang
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my vision on nothing else. Thank goodness they die at once! Two only fall on the

sheet in quite a long space of time; the rain and sheets will save my skin. I feel that I

could no more get the driver to replace the spark-arrestor than I could drive the wagon

myself, there is evidently an aversion to them. Leaving Aughton Church on the right,

we climb a long hill, barely scraping up on the high gear, and almost run down into

Ormskirk without steam. There is a reunion at the Talbot Hotel, where Nos.1 and 8

are found watering etc., and it is 10.40pm as we bring up the rear of a miniature

procession past the Clock Tower and along a dangerously narrow street. The men

drive hard, it is six miles to supper.

The elements appear to favour us relatively, for the rain ceases and the roads

are less heavy. The crust, may be, contains 30 percent of water against 60 further

back; but we must be thankful for small mercies when on iron tyres carrying a total

weight of over eight tons. I do not want to say that we cover a mile at eight an hour.

All the same, we take only 52 minutes to travel the six miles to the Hesketh Arms,

Rufford, where we arrive some minutes ahead of the cotton lorries. All is darkness,

but the men are at home. Their baskets and cans are brought forth, as introductory to

an adjournment into a comfortable stable, the key of which is discovered from some

hiding place. There is masonry in the air, but I appear to be a welcome visitor. My

sandwiches and a bottle of brandy (brought as a precaution) are partaken of. The

“pros and cons” of how far the Blackburn men will get that night are discussed, which

reveals the fact that my driver alone is going through, the other two Liverpool drivers

having to change when they meet their charges from the other end of the service. This

system of relief at some intermediate point is being tried as an experiment, the advan-

One of the further batch of 9 wagons owned by the Road Carrying Co. is shown with a

trailer (essentially identical to a “horse lurry”) loaded with bags of sugar for Henry Tate

& Co. (later of Tate & Lyle, as well as the founder of the Tate Gallery).       (BCVMA)
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tage being that each set of men retraverse their own bit of road, and get back to their

own homes.

Here is one. A Blackburn man arrives shortly after midnight, his lorry (No.7)

snugly pascked with four tons of baled cloth for shipment to Calcutta. Not a single

trailer is out this weather, so the loadsare small per unit, but forty tons of this ship-

ment are coming forward, spread over three days. My trusty steed, No. 11, stands by

until one o’clock, while I watch the departure of the other three, two to Blackburn and

one to Liverpool. Wehave been warned to “low-gear it” under the trees through Rufford

Wood, and get safely through. A mile on, near Sollom, we are in difficulties. The road

has become heavier and heavier, we are below the level of the surrounding country,

which #I am told is a moss, when, with acrunch and a knock, we stop dead. The four-

way cock., plus low gear, is futile. We are going down the nearside wheels. We are

turning over, possibly. I dismount with more haste than decorum, into mud over my

boot tops, to gauge the angle of inclination and to look at my watch. It is 1.28 am and

we are stranded in the wilderness.

“Here’s a pretty go, here’s a how d’you do!” occured to me as an appropriate

ejaculatory comment on the new situation, which feeling was in nowhise diminished

by the daparture of the driver and fireman, who stolidly informed me they would be

back in an hour. I listened meditatively to the tramp of their feet on the cindered

sidewalk as they stalked back towards Liverpool for assistance, each swinging a hur-

ricane lamp whose adaptations seemed universal. The lights disappearing round a

bend, ~I turned to my charge “Keep an eye on the water gauge,” had been the driver’s

parting injunction after he had pumped the boiler nearly full and dampened the fire.

Oh but it was cold as I clambered onto the tool box, that “box” seat I had pictured so

different from reality, and nestled close to the friendly boiler. there was no fear of

capsizing now, for the healing tendency was checked by twosmall bottle jacks under

the axle caps, their bases resting on wooden blocks. I sooliloquised opon the arrival of

relief and the reasons for our apparently being unable to jack ourselves out at once.

Meantime, the wind soughed through the trees, the rain pelted down as it

chose, and I, deserted and alonw, but for the boiler, which kept my shins hot and my

back, per contra, cold as ice, faithfully performed the duty of watchman. I argued the

problem with myself, by way of mental gymnastics and to encourage circulation, that

the stranded wagon was no longer conveying “petroleum in transit”, but was now “a

place of store” within the meaning of the Petroleum Act.  It clearly was a case of

storing without a licence, for even a hawker’s cart requires one, so I must needs

dissemble if a curious officer ventureforth from the covering of his sheltering lintal to

challenge me in the name of the law. Unfortunately, nothing so diverting happens.

Instead I duscern a faint rumbling, which grows apace, and suddenly the four head

lights of the last lorry from Blackburn, tooled by the homeward bound Liverpudliasn

appear. I shout and wave a lamp. He. stamping vigorously on his gong, pulls up.

The follows a critical pow-wow on our belated condition. These men have

been there before, worse luck, they confess. Why not get out your two jacks, I ask, and

lift her free? “No use, guv’nor,” they reply, “they’re too short a liftfor a jobo’ this sort,
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you must do it from the frame.” Otherwise, they explain, in soft places like our present

Slough of Despond (a main road, bear in mind), it is only a game of see-saw; one

point up, another down. “Goodnight, sir,” as they squeeze past tremulously, “the tackle

won’t be long.”  I take a pull at my flask, and dry myself in patches externally by

surface evaporation. Another half hour and I shall be tempted to essay a locus on the

boiler top, or down the firing shute. I start the Marsh pump, to replenish the boiler,

whose Klinger gauge shows one bare inch, and at least find company in the resonant

working of the valves, proving their action by the slowly augmented level in the glass.

One and a half mortal hours do I wait the “tackle” to arrive. It comes on a spring cart

at three o’clock. Out come the big lifting jacks and packings, and out we come. All

over in fifteen minutes, with the aid of a little verbal encouragement, which I need not

repeat. The tackle is driven off back to Rufford, and a delay which might easily have

reached a dozen hours is overcome in less than two.

We are now in low gear for the next mile, and then change to high and keep

there, moving nicely. The road is apparently fit to admit the use of that designation,

and allows our making up for evil times. We drop anchor, or rather stop to uncoil the

watering hose, at the Bridge Inn, Penwortham, with the lights of Preston dancing on

the waters of the Ribble, the whole forming an enticing contrast to the 26 miles of

road through which we have toiled, at 4.47 am. Shall I, or shall I not? The Park Hotel,

Preston, is I know a comfortable house, and trebly acceptable to a weary traveller with

serious qualms as to the form of spinal trouble which is threatening. The temptation

is strong as we mount Fishergate, and even a night on the “sleeper” back to town

would be  Paradise. But no, where duty calls I must obey.

We have slackened to three miles an hour on the setts, to reduce the noise and

vibration. Peace be to the slumbers of Preston’s population. I envy them and realise

the curve of one’s nervous centres at 5 am. With thirty one miles behind me, why give

in? We approach Brockholes Brow, the steep descent to the Ribble on the new Preston

to Blackburn road. I recollect the grade at 1 in 13, from the profiles of the Liverpool

trial routes. The surface is ghastly, yet we do manage to keep moving, being down

hill, by giving her full steam. They evidently believe in sand as a binding material

hereabouts, without anything to bind unless it be the traffic. The road is nothing short

of a crying disgrace, which would not be tolerated in the South. We jog along, and

reach the Five Barred Gate, Salmesbury, at 6.30 am; this being about five miles from

home and the last watering station. The men here accept their second “refresher” at

my hands, and earn my golden opinions by their abstemious conduct.

Incidents cease. We reach Simos St., Sudell Cross. a little before eight, fit and

well. The depot here is a disused tramway shed in which the Vauxhall Road

establishement could be fitted twice. No. 11 is taken over by the running shed men,

and I take my departure to the Old Bull Hotel, where the landlord, Mr. H. Burton

Berry, had been notified of my requirements. By nine o’clock I am snugly between the

sheets, with a roaring fire and curtains drawn, dreaming of mud, of ditches, of hedges,

and of having accomplished forty miles in twelve hours.
(1) From Vauxhall Rd. to Aintree tram terminus was on fully paved and lit roads. Such were the benefits of the electric tramway era to other

road users..    (2) In some towns, water supply for all wagons was available by use of tokens inserted into special hydrants.
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LEYLAND CABS and BODIES
Feature edited by Ron Phillips. All correspondence to Mike Sutcliffe

Thank you for your response to the first part of this new serial article. It was

the pre-war Lynx tanker which drew forth the most detailed comments, several of you

believed that the all-metal cab was a product of Shell Mex itself and Alan Townsin

sent along two pictures (see opposite). Brian Veale was able to give the following

description.

  ‘The cab is of Shell Mex BP design and manufacture and was part of an on-going

cab building programme at the SMBP Motor Repair Centre at Bagley Lane, Fulham.

  ‘SMBP built cabs for a wide range of light to medium weight bonnetted chassis,

such as Albion, Bedford, Ford, Leyland, Thornycroft, and I have seen years ago in my

time with SMBP (1956-1976) a six-wheeled Armstrong-Saurer with SMBP cab.

  ‘The idea behind these cabs was weight saving and production of cabs to suit the

Company’s business, as well as to support the huge in-house build and repair facility.

  ‘Due to the 50cwt weight/speed rule, every effort was made to bring down the weight

of the chassis, and the cabs were very spartan.’

Leyland lorry cabs 1956-1957

The production of lorry cabs in the South Works at Leyland increased rapidly

during 1956. From February, all Comet cabs were fitted with the strengthened cab

floor, commencing with “Comet Cab No.1101.”  This latter quotation from the records

suggests that some form of numbering was used, although perhaps this was on paper

only. The figures for the year are laid out in the table on page 17.

By April, work was taking place on three projects: a new cab for the FV1110

military vehicle, a new cab for an export model to be named Buffalo, and building a

fabricated underframe for the Atlantean. The initial sanction was for 100 fighting

vehicle cabs, and after completion of a prototype in June, production commenced in

July 1957. Only one prototype Buffalo cab was made during the year, and it was to be

unveiled at the Commercial Motor Show in October (see illustration). The building of

Atlantean underframes would make a story in itself, but in April Dr. Mueller, the man

in charge of the “low double decker” project, was granted permission to build three

“LDD Mark III” underframes, one of which was to form the basis of 281ATC which

appeared at the C.M.S. before entering demonstration service around the country. As

things turned out, no more flat-floor underframes were to be made, and production

Atlanteans used conventional chassis.

Whilst speaking of bus part manufacture, early in 1957 it became apparent

that the new Titan fronts prevented an adequate circulation of cool air around the

front brake drums. This problem had arisen with other bus chassis such as the LD

series Lodekkas made by Bristol, and that company had simply chopped the lower

section of the front wings off. Leyland responded to the problem by introducing extra

mesh grilles below the headlamps and centrally below the main radiator ventilating

slots. This also involved some internal louvres as well (not seen from the outside) and

will have increased the cost of manufacture of this unit.
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Alan Townsin has provided

this excellent picture of a

Shell Leyland Lynx with a

basic metal cab built at

Shell’s own repair depot at

Fulham. The spartan cab

sufficed  for  short  local

delivery runs. Note one of

the famous Shell posters

on the side display panel.

Brian Veale writes:

‘There were no door or roof

lining panels, noise levels

were high, and in my  ex-

perience of a Dennis with

a similar cab, noise

reached 105-108 db,

‘The  seats  were  barely

upholstered and bolted to

a  wooden  box mounted

directly on the floor, and,

of course, there was only

one windscreen wiper and

no starter motor.’

LYNX  CABS

It was now some five years since Leyland Motors had taken over Albion, and

thoughts were turned to the production of a cab able to be used by both the Leyland

and Albion plants. At first this project was named “Commonised All Steel Cab”, but

then it became the “LAS”, and later still became known as the “LAD” (or Leyland-

Albion-Dodge) cab.
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A Comet ECPO1/2R for

Pakistan International

Airlines has a locally

made  body  incorporating

the standard front-end.

Many lamented the loss

of distinctive exposed

radiators, but this front

end worked to give these

Comets a “trade-mark”

look.             (BCVMA)

An interesting design of

cab built in Portugal.

The Comet front-end

has been incorporated

by a local coachbuilder.

LG-22-63 is built on a

1955 Comet chassis for

BP’s Portuguese com-

pany.          (BCVMA)

Another ECPO1/2R bus

with standard front, this

time fitted with body-

work from Australia for

service in Indonesia.

As on the PIA example

the pair of Comet wing

badges have been

used, in this case one

below each windscreen

 (BCVMA)

COMET

FRONTS
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The prototype LAD cab mounted on a Comet truck chassis. At this stage the grilles

were false, but otherwise the cab resembles the final product. The date is April 1957,

and behind can be seen an Atlantean underframe and 281 ATC which has returned

after a period of demonstration service.

A month later and the prototype now

has a functional grille, although the

horizontal bars are too widely

spaced.  Later, two bars were fitted

at the top and three at the bottom.

This vehicle has a plain bumper bar,

but the production vehicles had a

bumper with a central recess for the

protection of the registration plate.

Note there is now provision for two

windscreen wipers. The Comet side

insignia no longer feature, and the

raised lettering “Leyland” and

“Comet” has replaced badges.

       (Both pictures BCVMA)

THE  ‘LAD’  CAB
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The South Works continued to build some bus parts. Of  major significance is the

underframe for the low floor double decker (LDD) of which three were made. Above,

one of these is seen from the rear, note the driver’s “podium” at the front. In 1956, this

underframe was well ahead of its time.

BELOW & RIGHT

Overheating of front brakes caused the

addition of grilles to the BMMO inspired full

front on Titans. The lower view shows the

internal grilles to direct the air to the brake

drums.          (All pictures BCVMA)

BUS  PARTS
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SOUTH WORKS PRODUCTION    JANUARY-DECEMBER 1956

          Home     Export       Comet cabs        CKD         Front Ends    PD2/20 FV

January 114        29   94           52      110           24

February 110        13   97           52      31           10

March 131        31 105           42      123           38

April  84        27  65           64      96           14

May  96        30  32          28      74           37

June 120        43  74          52     129           36

July *  75        22  66          40      82           23 1

August 110        39 105          28      74           34 4

September          99        35 101          32      79           31 6

October 104        34 112          56      93           37           14

November          112        31 131          62      46           51           21

December           66        24  90          36     nkn           30 **

16

The final production version of the LAD cab on Comet chassis is seen here, this being

a 1961 machine for Frank Walker & Co., pig farmers, of Freeland, Oxfordshire.  Note

the improved bumper bar  and the addition of the “Leyland, Albion” badge on the filler

cap.                  (BCVMA)

Note * Production in July was affected by the annual holiday break.

Note ** In addition to the standard “BMMO” style fronts listed, some “Liverpool” fronts were

built during this period too.

Production is seen to be well up on that of the previous year (see figures  in Torque No.28).

(To be continued - NEXT PART - the variety of the LAD cab design.)
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 73. Wilkinson double take (Torque Nos.16, 18)

Three years ago, under the above heading, we considered a wrongly-plated

Titan TD1, in Gower Vanguard livery but with the registration UP 5438 appropriate to

a Wilkinson, Sedgefield, LT2 Lion. The Editor has come up with another picture of

the same vehicle giving a rather broader background, which may be recognisable to

someone out there? A third photograph appears in Leyland Bus “Mark 2” at page 73;

this is a rear offside view and reveals that the rear registration number (which would

be applied to the platform window) has not been so applied which, to me, suggests

that the front UP plate was affixed for photographic purposes only. In all 3 pictures the

destination boxes show “TO THE SHOW” so, as well as a photo venue, can anyone

define the event for which the Titan was prepared?

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Feature edited by Wilf Dodds. All correspondence to Mike Sutcliffe

   82. PLSCs with an AEC look (Torque Nos. 17,20, 23)

These were dealt with in Torque No.17, including a photograph of  TR 2835

with  an “AEC-style” radiator.

Another photograph has now

been located, this time depicting

TR 2836, which shows the AEC

A168 type four cylinder engine,

and also that this vehicle retained

its Leyland radiator.

In all AEC supplied six

A168  engines in 1935 to

Gosport & Fareham, but one is

known to have been fitted in an

AEC Regent double decker in

August 1938.  (Photo AEC Ltd.)
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111. 8.6 litre engine power output  (Torque Nos.26-28)

Peter Geliot of St. Mary’s Platt writes:

‘I was interested in Richard Perry’s contribution, quoting the official power of

the 8.6 engine as 93-94 bhp @ 1800 rpm, versus his own observed 85 bhp on test at

Southampton.  This difference may not be irreconcilable, nor be due to deliberate

exaggeration by Leyland. Works. Figures were often taken with auxiliaries such as

dynamos, water pumps, fan, etc.undriven; also day to day variations in intake air

temperature and barometric pressure exert a measurable effect. In The Modern Diesel,

published March 1944 by Iliffe, a table on p.136 shows the 8.6 as giving 98 bhp at the

slightly increased rpm of 1900. By then the 15º taper of the piston cavity had super-

seded the 30º of the original, at least on some versions, and this may well have been

done to enhance the combustion process and hence power and smoke limitation.

       ‘Later, I think March 1945,  Automobile Engineer describing the E.181 7.4 litre

toroidal cavity engine said that each engine had to attain a minimum of 100 bhp on

test, i.e. there was no downward tolerance.  Also in The Modern Diesel p.9, a com-

parison between a 6 cyl 8370cc diesel and a 6800cc petrol of “exactly similar design” is

very interesting because they must, I believe, be Leylands, the diesel of 4 7/16in x

5½in cylinder, and possibly with the Ricardo indirect injection, to judge from the fuel

consumption.  On p.136, a 9900cc Leyland diesel is shown as giving 114 bhp @ 1900

rpm, and was a push rod engine with cast iron crankcase, and different combustion

system from the 8.6, possibly a forerunner of the O600.

       ‘In 1934, the L.M.S. railway received three Leyland railcars with 8.6 engines

having Buchi turbochargers. I wonder if these were more durable than the post-war

supercharged Crossley 8.6 engines, with their notoriously weak bottom ends, sold to

Netherlands Railways?’

   112. Millburn Motors Limited (Torque No 26)

      Alan Millar has no dates or any knowledge of Leyland involvement with this

Company, but offers the following:

    ‘S&N Motors was set up in 1971 by Ernest Sanderson and Alex Norris, who left

Millburn Motors to do so. Buses  February 1972, covering the dealer shows of the

previous November (concurrent with the Scottish Motor Show) reported that S&N

had premises in Preston as well as Bishopbriggs (Glasgow), though I can only vouch

for the Bishopbriggs operation. At that time, it appears that both S&N and Millburn

were Ford dealers, with Millburn also selling British Leyland products.

    ‘What I do know is that Millburn subsequently became Millburn-Wilkinson and,

by the time of the November 1973 Scottish Show was named Rossleigh Commercial.

Rossleigh was a long established Scottish car dealer. Some time later in the 1970s

(the March 1977 dissolution date may have some bearing) it had become part of

Gerald Ronson’s Heron group and traded as Heron Trucks. It was still the Leyland

distributor for the Glasgow area (at least) at that time, still from the same premises in

Hawthorn Street, Possilpark. I don't know what happened subsequently, but the site

has long since been vacated.   (Surely, Wilkinsons of Edinburgh were Leyland agents in the

early 1930s - any connection with Millburn-Wilkinson? – Ed).
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   117. Gardner-engined Leylands (Torque No.27)

       Alan Townsin writes; ‘the photograph of the 5LW engine in one of the Tiger

TS7D chassis is fascinating, showing how that 7.0-litre five-cylinder unit fitted where

the 8.6 would normally have gone, with no spare length – in effect, the LW engines

were “a cylinder longer” than most bus engines. The position of the oil filler cap,

visible just behind the headlamp, shows the engine was mounted quite tightly behind

the radiator, yet the bulky timing case etc. meant that the front face of the cylinder

block is well back from that point. It is also interesting that the chassis were towed to

Manchester  for  the installation - I have never heard of this previously, Gardner

engines usually being installed by the vehicle maker or operator and then returned to

the factory before going to the bodybuilders.

       ‘I never saw these vehicles but frequently rode in the United Automobile Services

Titan TD1 buses mostly new in 1930-31 but fitted with 5LW engines in 1936-7:

similar conversions were to be found in most of the companies under Tilling control

and occasionally elsewhere, and the total must have been into the hundreds, together

with smaller numbers of later TD-series buses.

       ‘The installations were neatly done, with no external modifications, retaining

the original simple form of mounting as used with the petrol engine and I imagine

quite straightforward dimensionally. The flywheel housings accepted the Leyland

gearbox, and I suspect the rear axle ratio of the United vehicles, probably the standard

6.5 to 1, was not changed, for the acceleration and hill-climbing were not too bad,

aided by the modest unladen weight of about 6 tons. The 5LW’s torque of  284 lb.ft

was probably slightly less than that of the original engine and I estimate that the

maximum speed would have been down to about 33mph or so but that was probably

acceptable when buses were never supposed to exceed 30mph anywhere.

       ‘The big difference was in the noise level, both internally and externally, for the

5LW had a sharp “bark”, with each cylinder’s firing clearly evident in a machine-

gun-like way, and quite a bit of vibration was evident within. I imagine fuel economy

was very good and five of the United examples remained in service until 1953. From

the passengers’ viewpoint they were horrible, yet undeniably they were efficient and

reliable buses – the original Leyland composite bodies had been rebuilt with ECW

design cabs but were still of piano-front profile.

The Thames Valley Traction Co.

converted many of their Titan TD1s

to oil engines, including the three

seen here.  One would never know

that a Gardner 5LW was fitted ex-

cept for the blue smoke haze and

of course, if one was there,  the

deafening noise!       (D.A. Jones)
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       ‘Incidentally, the old question of whether the final two TD2 buses supplied to

Keighley-West Yorkshire had 5LW engines from new has re-ignited, with a piece in

Classic Bus No.75. It seems that the operator’s records show that ten 5LW engines

were purchased in the year to 30th September 1936 – Tilling’s were really getting

hooked on the 5LW at the time – and this seems to support the idea that these two

buses, chassis numbers 4652/3, new in 1934 (unusually late for TD2s) were converted

along with the others of that type. Is it possible to check Leyland records on this?’

       Frank Wright of Rochester quotes R.Swain, a Strood haulier (and still trading),

as having two normal-control 5-ton lorries of about 1928, at least one of which was

fitted with a 4- or 5-cylinder Gardner engine in about 1934. He also refers to  a Titan

TD4 (CKE 401) bought in 1935 by Maidstone & District Motor Services but allocated

to Chatham & District as No 177. This, along with a TD1, was fitted with a Gardner

5LW for comparative tests on fuel consumption etc., and Frank comments that, whilst

Gardner engines were supposed to “go on for ever”, this did not, in his opinion go

well or suit these vehicles.

118. Scania collaboration

       Paul Foulston writes; ‘before my retirement from Cummins I was doing some

research with the late Stan Hartshorne, who had been Chief Engineer at Cummins’

Shotts plant in the late 1970s and retired in the mid 1980s. Stan served his time with

Henry Meadows Ltd. and, as assistant to the Chief Engineer, was sent under contract

to Sentinel to assist in the redesign of their own diesel engine. Following the Sentinel

takeover by Rolls Royce, Stan moved to Cummins by way of Guy Motors I think.

      ‘The project Stan and I were working on was tracing the roots of Scania engine

designs. This is where we discovered the magic dimension of 127mm bore. Stan knew

that Scania engine designs from the 1950s through to the 1990s owed much to tech-

nical collaboration with Leyland Motors in the late 1940s/early 1950s when the Leyland

O.600 engines shared the 127mm bore dimension with Scania which still use this

dimension today.

       ‘Stan's sudden death called a halt to our work; however he was convinced that

the 127mm cylinder bore was used on Leyland designs older than the O.600, even

prewar. I am trying to put this piece together just for my own satisfaction. Any infor-

mation you have on Leyland engine designs of the 1930s and 1940s and any material

on the technical collaboration with Scania-Vabis would be most helpful.’

119. Leyland Racing Car Transporters

       John Bishop of Betley is seeking information on these and writes:

‘In 1934 E.R.A. Ltd. (English Racing Automobiles, the forerunner of BRM)

began production of England’s most successful racing car. The Company frequently

road tested - and I mean road tested - its cars around the factory in Bourne, Lincs. The

cars were however taken to Brooklands, Donnington, Dieppe etc. by a Leyland Trans-

porter. Photographic evidence of this vehicle is somewhat lacking in detail as it only

appears in the background, and that largely delivering Prince Bira of Siam’s twenty

first birthday present in 1935.

       ‘Whilst the chassis may not have been new - economies were the Company’s
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standard practice -  the body was obviously custom built. There were two decks, each

accommodating a car and each deck had twin doors, quartering the rear. The upper

part of the sides appears to have an engine turned appearance, sign written and smartly

turned out. Regrettably though a view of the hubs is even obscured.  There is however

a small portion of the front visible and this has a marked resemblance to a RAF type

or its immediate successor (the G or GH) and, fortunately, part of the registration

number; this is ?U 5276.   FU l to 9358 were issued by Lincolnshire between August

and December 1922 which tends to date and polarize the vehicle. (The dates are

actually August 1922 to December 1928 - WHD)

       ‘I suspect, however, it wasn’t very practical; getting the car on and off the upper

deck  (with or without a winch) would be difficult with little room for spares or

mechanics. Suffice to say next season saw ERA using four 27hp canvas-topped

Bedfords!  Those addicted to ‘proper’ racing might not be aware that Lofty England,

of considerable Jaguar fame, was at one time Bira’s mechanic, and also with ERA.

      ‘Any information on what is quite a significant Leyland, certainly Leyland’s and

possibly Britain’s first race transporter will be appreciated.  A Royal Tiger Worldmaster

LRT3/1 racing car transporter still exists, of course, and was at the Historic Motor

Sport show at Stoneleigh this year. Reg. No. WVE 63 and lhd. it was, I believe, built

by Marshall and rebuilt by Lynx. Information (and photographs) on this too would be

interesting, if any member can help?’

   120. H.M.S. Catherwood, TD1 Titan

Geoff Lumb of Huddersfield writes that, in May 1931, H.M.S. Catherwood,

Belfast, ordered 2 new TD1 double-deck buses with 51-seat  standard Titan bodies

with an emergency door in the lower saloon. The nominal price was £4000 each (this

must, surely, be £4000 the pair? –WHD) and Leyland was to take second-hand Gilfords

(ex International  Bus Service) in part exchange.  A demonstration bus was to be

loaned to HMSC by Leyland at 3d per mile – all as detailed in a letter from Leyland

dated 19 May 1931.  The photograph below shows what Geoff believes to be this

demonstration bus and  what he wants to know is whether this is TE 9520 ( a TD1

demonstrator on chassis 70700), and for how long it was in use with HMSC.

TE 9520?  The picture submitted by Geoff showing what he believes to be the TD1

demonstrator in service with H.M.S.Catherwood. A “2” can just be distiguished as a

part of the registration number, and trade plates appear to be carried.
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LEYLANDS DOWN UNDER

Melbourne 415 (ET 415) is a fine OPS1 Tiger,(chassis  461759). A bizarre note

is added by the “hand on a stick” type direction indicator.          (Bruce Tilley)

Melbourne-Brighton Bus Lines No.90 (KTF 090) is a PSUR1/2R Panther with

Denning DP37D body on chassis 803559.         (Bruce Tilley)



The Liverpool Docks were responsible for loading many Leyland products destined for overseas

floating steam crane “Sampson”, a complex business belonging to the days before “roll-on, roll-

24 SHIPPING LEYLANDS FROM LIVERP 25

s destinations. Here we see Leyland buses for Buenos Aires being lifted on board a ship by the

-off” specialised vehicle carrying vessels.       (BCVMA)

POOL DOCKS TO SOUTH AMERICA
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ODD BODIES!
Edited by Bob Kell. All correspondence to Mike Sutcliffe

Replies this time from John Bennett, Gordon Brooke, John Bunting, Wilf Dodds,

Mike Fenton, Tony Hall, Paul Rouet and David Wright.

Leyland Tiger, MRE 910 (Torque no.27)

Wilf Dodds also has this vehicle with Bert Box when photographed.

Rowe of Cudworth, Yorks. Leyland OD 2290 (Torque no.27)

Mike Fenton is not happy with the Wilks & Meade attribution for this body. Known

Wallace Arnold rebodies by W&M were curved waistrail and known straight waistrail

bodies were of a different style for Sheffield and Jersey. Known Wallace Arnold straight

waistrail bodies were W&M rebuilds, not new bodies.   Mike suggests Brighouse

Motors as a possibility for the OD 2290 body.

Furness/Ribble, Leyland Tiger TS2, TF 1555. (Torque no. 28)

Mike Fenton challenges the view that this vehicle did receive an Alexander body and

has a photograph. It appears to have been rebodied at Milburn Motors, Preston in late

1938 with a Bracebridge body quite similar to that shown on TL 4315 in Torque no. 28

but in half-cab form. Questions still arise, however. Where did the Bracebridge body

come from, and was the chassis a TS1, TS2 or TS3 (all are claimed)?

B. Box, Leyland Cub SKP, AWB 831  (Torque no. 28)

No replies on this one. This is at least the third time that Cub bodies have defeated our

readers.

Taylor, Ideal Service, Yorks, Tiger PS, JWU839  (Torque no. 28)

This presented no problem to our readers. JWU 839 was a Tiger PS1/1, chassis 493083,

new in March 1950 to Taylor. The body is a ‘Unity’, the product of the spendidly

named Barnsley British Co-operative Society who built coach bodies for their own

fleet. Mike Fenton notes that the Foundry Street premises had been used by Barnsley

Motor Bodies and before that John Taylor.
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Stockton-on-Tees C. T. 112-123, JUP 147-158  (Torque no.28)

Tony Hall considers this batch, with a similar batch of eight for Yorkshire Woollen

District (HD 8411-8), were part of a frustrated South African order, noting that CIE

referred to some of their PD2s as ‘Cape Towns’. Gordon Brooke travelled on these

‘Woollen’ PD2s regularly, remembering their sparkling performance, green seats and

no heating (later remedied). Gordon heard that either Johannesburg or Pretoria was

the intended destination. David Wright gives details of no less than 42 similar green-

seated PD2s for Ribble (CCK 606-635, 821-832) which were a cancelled Cape Town

order. With 60 buses plus the CIE PD2s this is a substantial cancellation which must

have attracted comment at the time.

I missed the word ‘provincial’ from my request as, of course, LT specified front half-

drop windows in the RT family and trolleybuses etc.  I gather that front opening

windows are making a come-back in Transport for London buses which can be  exces-

sively hot in summer weather.

East Midland Leylands

John Bunting seeks photographs of two ‘odd bodies’ from the East Midland fleet.

First is the rebodying of a Leyland Tiger TS7, BAL 606, with an ECW double-deck

body in 1941 and second is the rebuilding of accident-damaged TD4, BRR 909, with

an ECW top-deck in place of the Leyland ‘vee-front’ original. Can anyone help?

Carter (Alpha), Maidenhead, Leyland Lion PLSC3, TY 3085

PLSC Lions rarely feature in this column, but this one presents us with a problem.

Northumberland registered TY 3085 (chassis 45771) was licenced to Gordon/County,

Stakeford in July 1927 with a Leyland B35F body. In the first tranche of the County

sale it passed to Scottish Motor Traction (No. G65) in December 1932. SMT kept it

for a year and then apparently traded it in to AEC in part-exchange for a new Regal.

It then passed to Carter but where did this body come from?  The records indicate that

the coach was last licenced in September 1936, when was it photographed by J. F.

Higham beside a Maudslay ML3? (Photo from Alan Cross)
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Leyland Tiger PS1/1, JPW 259

I know nothing of this coach and seek enlightenment! But wouldn’t those natty rear-

wheel spats look better with front wheel nut guard rings? (Mike Sutcliffe Collection)

Erne Bus Co. Leyland Comet, IL 5861

Was this a new body fitted on this Comet CPO/1R chassis (503119), or was this the

adaptation of an earlier body? (Photo by Dr. M. A.Taylor)

Marshall, Blackpool, Leyland Tiger TS7, FV 7421

This Tiger TS7 (chassis 10073) ought to have a Burlingham body but those large

windows are quite unusual. So, who did build the body?  The coach is standing at

Wembley Stadium, and the messages scrawled on those big windows would indicate
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that Blackpool are playing in the Cup Final. (“Up the Pool”). Could it the have been

taken in 1953, at the Final in which the famed Stanley Matthews scored the crucial

goal for Blackpool to win ? ( Photo from M. Fenton collection)

Portuguese Atlantean, J.C.Belo 44

The picture below has been substituted at a late stage in production for two photos

submitted in an incorrect format. Apologies - these will appear next time.

To English eyes, these Atlanteans with their low driving positions, deep windows.

shallow roofs and odd front upper deck arrangement were indeed ‘Odd Bodies.’ The

88 seat buses were built by UTIC, and the operator is J.C.Belo of Setubal.

         (R.Phillips collection)
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Andy Simpson of Leicester wrote a while ago to say that recently the 1911

Leyland Tower Wagon which had been on loan to Snibston Discovery Park in Coalville,

Leicestershire, returned back home to Leicester’s Abbey Pumping Station Museum.

The Tower Wagon had been on display at the Coalville attraction since it opened in

1992.  But, prior to its static incarceration in the museum’s gallery, the 1911 Leyland

had been a popular attraction at local events, in and around Leicester and even had

travelled as far afield as the Tramway Museum at Crich.

LEICESTER TOWER WAGONS
by Mike Sutcliffe

ABOVE:  1911 Leyland tower wagon BC 1078 pre-restoration in 1963.  Note that the

word ‘Leicester’ in Leicester City Tramways has been left painted out since the Second

World War.

OPPOSITE TOP: The first Leyland 30hp tower wagon photographed in 1943. Note the

wartime headlamp masks, and the painted white rings around the roadside tree trunks.

The standing men hide the painted out word  “Leicester”.

OPPOSITE LOWER: No.3, BC9909, stands over the tram lines next to a ‘flat-rad’

Morris It was a model C chassis with a Leyland built body.                        (BCVMA)

The tower wagon was registered in 1911 as BC 1078 and became No.1 in the

fleet of Leicester City Tramways, where it was used for the repair of the overhead

lines.  The 4 ton 3cwt wagon is fitted with a hand operated tower and a covered cab in
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.
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Leicester Tower Wagon No.3 is seen standing on the pavement looking very

battered and “down at heel” in its latter years. The driver stands guard, whilst

the linesmen attend to overhead span wires attached to a wall rosette.

(Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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which there is space for a driver and two linesmen.  At the rear of the body, behind the

tower mechanism, a further four men can be seated on benches in the open.  Tool

lockers are arranged on either side, behind the cab.  No dynamo was ever fitted to the

S2.30hp engine, and the addition of electric lights meant that a pre-charged battery

was put on before night duties were undertaken. Portable gas floodlights were used on

the tower platform itself.

Additional vehicles maintained the tramway overhead system as the years went

by.  In February 1923 Leyland Tower Wagon BC 8077 became No.2 in the fleet, a

Leyland model C (chassis 19354) but this time not with a Leyland build body.  It was

followed in November 1924 by Leyland Tower Wagon BC 9909 and that became, not

surprisingly No.3, another model C (chassis 19985).  One of the last official tramway

duties for our tower wagon was in 1949 when it was used to take down the overhead

lines it had helped to maintain.  It was repainted in the early 1960s and was presented

to the Leicester City Museum where it was eventually put on display at the newly

opened Museum of Technology, at the Abbey Pumping Station in the 1970s.  Repairs

were carried out, and the worn out engine was extensively rebuilt before it was used

again on the public highway in the 1980s.  Now it has returned back to Leicester the

engine and running gear will be stripped, checked and rebuilt before it once again

returns back on the road.

 Leicester Tower Wagon No.1, BC 1078 is probably the most original of all of

the very early Leyland preserved vehicles.  It is model S2.30.T with engine no. S2/89

(the chassis number is not known).  It was officially withdrawn in 1950 after a very

long life and remained at the back of the Abbey Park Road Garage until about 1960.

No.2, BC 8077 survived into preservation, but was gradually dismantled by several

owners until it became a pile of bits.  I bought these remains, which had found their

way to Yorkshire, and the engine, gearbox and steering column have helped in the

restoration of my 1913 Barnsley & District “Combination Car”, which should see the

road next year.

BOOK REVIEW

“BEER AND BLUE BUSES”

By Don Bate, price £29.95, (plus p&p) from the Author at 11, St. Margarets Road,

Horsforth, Leeds. LS18 5BD)

I have to say that this is by far the best book I have read for the past three years

(since a certain other book was produced!).  It is very well produced and to a high

quality and, with Don’s intimate knowledge of the Samuel Ledgard operations and

fleet, it contains a good balance of technical information as well as the historical

operational aspects plus, of course, fleet details.  For me, pages 254 to 258 describing

Don’s visit to the Armley Depot roof at the age of ten in January 1952 represents the

best chapter in the book and it worth buying just for that.  It brought a lump to my

throat, bringing back boyhood memories of derelict early buses, particularly Leylands,

(what a place the roof must have been!)  This book is highly recommended and is a

must for any serious Leyland enthusiast.           (MAS)
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This is the story of a most  unusual Leyland, which is still giving sterling

service after 22 years on Scottish roads. In 1978 the Scottish Arts Council (SAC)

introduced a travelling art gallery using an old double deck bus staffed by a single

curator/driver. It was a success, so that in 1983 the SAC commissioned a purpose

built vehicle on Leyland Olympian ONTL11/1R chassis number ON491, fitted with a

body built by Roe (No.GO8704) using  many  components  used  in the standard

Olympian bus body. The new travelling gallery was based with the SEC in Edin-

burgh, and was registered TFS 623Y. Maintenance was undertaken by Lothian.

Although based on a regular double deck bus design, the travelling gallery  is

described as a ‘single storey’ vehicle. The overall height is 12ft. 8ins, and the interior

has no upper deck floor, so there is a full height saloon, with translucent roof panels,

giving space to display pictures.  The floor is carpeted, and the wheel arches are

disguised by low wood-faced cabinets which act as display units for objects and allow

storage.  The area above the entrance doorway and driver’s cab is also available for

storage. There are mains-fed  interior lighting and power points usable when the

vehicle is stationary, and for use in locations where mains electricity cannot be accessed,

a petrol driven generator is carried on board. Heating of the gallery is by a Webasto

system, and the interior space can comfortably accommodate 15 visitors at a time.

When new, this special Olympian cost £60,000.

From its first use in 1983 until 1989 the vehicle carried a stylised livery of all-

over mid-green upon which a celtic bow in deep-pink, edged in brown, was displayed

on each side. Wheels were green. Above the windscreen was lettering “Travelling

Gallery”. Between 1989-97 a white livery, with a black stylised design was adopted,

with blue wheels without the polished embellishers.  Since 1997, the vehicle has

carried a revised white livery with blue and red design, and the title “Art in motion.”

OLYMPIAN ART GALLERY

Olympian Mobile Art Gallery TLS 623Y is seen on the road in Scotland. This

picture shows its initial livery of mid-green with pink “bow”. (SAC)
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The Mobile Gallery is

seen here in its second

mainly white livery.

When parked and open

to the public, the vehicle

takes power from the

mains for heating and

lighting.

A night time photo of the

Olympian in its home

base of Edinburgh, and

showing its current (3rd)

colour scheme. The

lower front clearly shows

that the Roe body is

based on the standard

Leyland Group bus body

of the early eighties.

The gallery’s interior

looking towards the rear

shows the lighting tracks,

the  translucent  roof

panels, carpeted floor

and disguised rear wheel

arches.

(all photos courtesy of the

       Scottish Arts Council)

We are indebted to Alison Chisholm, the Travelling Gallery Curator,  for the

information and photographs used in this article. Alison tells us that a Scania N94

with East Lancs body is on order to replace TLS 623Y, which she hopes (as it has

been incredibly reliable) will pass for use as a gallery to another local authority  .
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From Ron Phillips, Warrington (re Manchester “piano-front bodies)

A recent note by Neil Steele prompted me to look into what he described as the

Crossley chassis with Leyland style “piano-front” bodywork in the Manchester bus

fleet. This led me to an interesting story about “look-alike” bodywork.

The conversion of Manchester’s busiest tram route required 60 lowbridge buses

and Stuart Pilcher, the then new General Manager, arranged a demonstration of a

Titan TD1 in early 1929. Leyland sent a newly built TD1 Titan intended for Ribble,

CK 4126, fleet no.674, which ran on Leyland trade plates 053 TB for the occasion.

Pilcher duly planned an order for Leyland, AEC and Crossley chassis with

body work by various manufacturers, but his scheme was overruled by the Council

who wanted local manufacturers to have a greater part of the work in a period of

severe work shortage. The resulting order was for 40 Titan and 20 Crossley chassis

with bodywork and fleet numbers as follows:

189-198 Crossley chassis, Crossley bodies.

199-204 Crossley chassis, Arnold bodies.

205-208 Crossley chassis, Brush bodies.

209-224 Leyland Titan TD1, Brush bodies.

225-236 Leyland Titan TD1, Short Bros. bodies.

237-248 Leyland Titan TD1, Strachan bodies.

Pilcher had also drawn up a body design, based on the Leyland “Titan” body

which was subject to patent, and therefore differing from it sufficiently to avoid the

payment of a royalty. The chief differences were the enclosed rear end (not built by

Leyland at the time of the production of the specification), the arrangement of the

staircase, and the provision of  left and right hand gangways on the upper deck, with

bench seats for three across the centre section. This left  headroom on the lower deck

severely limited.

More Crossleys with Crossley built “piano-front” bodies were to follow, some

were lowbridge and others highbridge, and there was a solitary Daimler CH6 with an

Eastwood & Kenning body. Pilcher next devised a new “Standard” body with metal

framing, and the first chassis to be fitted with these Metro-Cammell 56 seater bodies

were 5 diesel engined Leyland TD2s of June 1933 (Nos.416-20, XJ 7706-10).

The “piano-front” bodies had quite short lives, all those on the Leyland TD1s

being replaced between February 1935 and July 1936 with metal-framed

lowbridge“Standard” bodies which remained with the chassis for a normal life-span.

A parallel instance of “copy” bodywork is found in the Wigan fleet, where

Bristol B types were bodied by both  Bristol  and Northern Counties to the same

(Bristol) design. Northern Counties also built “Titan” bodywork on TD1s for Wigan,

but in this case the royalty was waived by Leyland as part of the deal to provide the

fleet of tramway replacement buses in the Spring of 1931. Wigan continued to order

similar style bodies until 1938.
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From Mr. D.R.MacGregor, Hedingham Omnibuses

Your article on re-bodied Leylands brought back memories of younger days.

In the 1940’s my grandmother lived opposite the terminus of Central SMT’s Dunbarton

town service (Barloan – Brucehill).  The regular bus on the service was L37 VD 5142

and it certainly had a similar body as shown on page 29 of Torque No.27. If the

original body was ‘vee front’ was this vehicle another complete replacement?

From Garry Ward, Ayr

Further to the letter I wrote in response to Torque No.25, regarding Leyland

bodies fitted to other chassis, I can now add a little more in relation to one of the

bodies discussed.  Neil McDonald’s book entitled The Western Way, published by TPC

some years ago gives further details on the rebodying of the Western SMT Guy AY

191 ASD 253.  On pages 73-4 he confirms from conversations with Jim Robertson,

who worked in the coach shop at Nursery Avenue, that a virtually new body was built

on this vehicle using pre-war Leyland frames.

I recently spoke with the other gentleman who built this body along with Mr

Robertson.  Andrew Fulton has confirmed that they built the new body over a consid-

erable period of time, the key visual difference in the finished product to the Leyland

version being the fitting of rubber mounted windows.  So, the new body could perhaps

be described as “Western/Leyland”.  It certainly wasn’t a transfer of an existing  pre-

war Leyland body.

For the record, the original Massey body had been rebuilt by Western in May

1951.  Western SMT probably viewed this as a means to utilise the old Leyland stock

parts, as the withdrawal of their own pre-war Leyland bodied Titans was under way

and further major work was, thus, unlikely to be undertaken.  At the same time, it

gave them the opportunity to extend the life of the Guy and may have been a prototype

for further potential rebodies.  However, as Andrew Fulton comments, whilst it was a

“great learning curve” which stood him in good stead when he moved on from WSMT,

it was hardly cost effective given the amount of effort dedicated by two individuals

full time for some weeks.

From Brian Veale, MBE, West Felton

As someone who studied Plymouth Corporation Transport for some 60 years I

am delighted to see the item on page 40 of the Spring 2005 issue of Leyland Torque on

the subject of ex Plymouth Leyland Titans in Warsaw.  Whilst I was not aware of the

photograph of JY 6740 in War illustrated, I did once have a copy of the nearside of JY

6731 ex-140 published in I think, Bus and Coach in the late 40s or early 50s.  Follow-

ing an item in British Buses Worldwide last year, using the official Plymouth disposal

details for the mid 40s,  I have been able to fill in most of the details of the ex-

Plymouth vehicles sent to Warsaw and it seems likely that  up to 10 vehicles were

delivered to there by some means! We have not been able to ascertain how these

vehicles reached Poland as, not only were  7 of these fitted with torque converters, but

all appear to have been laid up by the middle of 1945.  Perhaps they were sent by sea

on naval vessels from Plymouth to Gdansk on the Baltic.

At the start of the 1939-1945 War there were some 200 Leyland Titans in the
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fleet, (TD1, TD2, TD3, TD4 and TD5s, with 136 equipped with torque converters.)

During the heavy air raids of 1941, 25 Titans were destroyed and many others badly

damaged, and the losses were made good with the delivery of 6 TD7s, 1 Bristol K5G

and 106 Guy Arabs, all with Gardner 5LW engines in one of the hilliest municipal

fleets! As a result of this influx of new vehicles, as the Titans became defective they

were locked up in an area away from the main garage, and serious disposals began in

1945. From the disposal details we have decided that probably three TD2s, definitely

two TD4c, plus probably 5 other TD4c. went to Warsaw. There might be a remote

possibility that some essential repairs were made to enable an overland delivery after

a short journey from the UK.

Since writing to you on the subject of the photograph of a PLSC Lion with the

GWR loco King George V, I have been sent the enclosed copy of the very picture.  It

was published in 1978 and the location was Plymouth Millbay Station, and the photo

was taken on 23rd June 1929.

Western National

2602, VW 4710, a

Beadle B32R bodied

PLSC3 Lion, in the

company of King

George V.

   (Photo supplied by

            Brian Veale)

Note from the Editor  :

On page 40 of Torque

No.27 there was a

photograph of an East

Yorkshire TD2 which

accompanied   the

Plymouth Titan photo.

I was lucky enough to

find this rare picture a

couple of weeks ago,

of one of the 3

Strachan bodied TD2s

with Strachan “copy”

body of the Leyland

“Hybridge” type. It is

pictured when new

with Binningtons, prior

to take-over by EYMS.

   (Photo supplied by

         Mike Sutcliffe )
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From Geoff Lumb, Huddersfield

Geoff has sent us two interesting pictures, the first being a Tiger (TS2) new to

Shell-Mex as a travelling laboratory with body built by London Lorries. Can any

reader add any more information?  The second picture shows Lion LT5A, HE 6329,

which was new to Yorkshire Traction Co. with a Roe body.  It was featured in the

Birch Bros. Odd Bodies Special in the last issue of Torque and is seen here with its

“ECW look-alike” body built by Birch ,and  in the livery of Burton Cars of Brixham,

Devon, where it operated from February 1952 until withdrawal in August 1955.

From Fred Boulton, Wolverhampton

Reference Ronin Hannay’s letter, he is incorrect in saying that Leopards were

built in the new assembly plant.  In fact, the LAP (Leyland Assembly Plant) was not

ready in time for T45 production and a “Temporary Facility” was created between No.

8 shop and the Fabrication Shop at Spurrier – it was here that the T45 launch stock

was produced.  Leopards were produced in the BX factory within the Farington works.

BX had a “Static Line” which was used to assemble the bonneted “Super” truck range

and a moving conveyor on which all forward control trucks, Atlanteans and Leopards

were assembled.  When it was realised that the LAP would not be ready in time for

T45, we could not contemplate producing it in BX.  Industrial relations were difficult

and there was no doubt that BX was severely over manned.  The new model, in a new

plant, was  the opportunity to do something about this and hence the Temporary

Facility was created. It ran for about 18 months and the transfer of the product into

the LAP was smooth.  BX continued to produce bus and coach chassis.

Another Shell-Mex lorry! UV 8844

on TS2 chassis no.60726, was for

service in Britain, but Shell also had

a similar machine in Australia. We

are indebted to Geoff Lumb for the

use of  this  picture from his own

collection.

Reproduced from a poor original,

this view submitted by Geoff Lumb

shows an ex Yorks.Traction LT5A

HE 6329 in service with Burton

Cars of Brixham, and carrying an

ECW style body built by Birch

Brothers.
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From  J. F. Driver, Newport Pagnell

Enclosed is a picture of an ex-Leyland re-fueller shown with “WATER” on the

doors.  I think that tests were done on a wet/icy runway at Cranfield Aerodrome,

possibly after the Munich runway crash that killed some of the Manchester United

football team.  The photo shows the pipework, which folded out as it would on crop

spraying vehicles.  It was a winter job allowing for natural icing conditions, plus

some mixture which the tankers would spray.

I have considerable experience on Leyland Octopuses of the London Brick Co.

fleet 1954-1957, having been given R48 then later R42, very tough motors but they

vibrated a lot as they appeared to have no rubber in the engine mountings which made

them good for taking off from standstill on a steep hill.  The works cab was poor, as

was the seating : just three positions, if I remember.  My first week at L.B.C., Stewartby,

late May 1954, was in a Leyland Lynx.   Happy times!

From Graham Edge, Swaffham Prior.

There are a couple of items in Torque No.28 that I can probably add to.  Firstly,

I hope that the series about various Leyland cab builders will continue, as it is a

subject that greatly interests me.  I would like to find photos of the Super Comet BRS

specials that received Cravens and Homalloy cabs in about 1960/61.  I have fond

memories of regularly driving one of those after Ray Holden of Little Lever bought it

out of service about 1967.  It was registered 294 NC, and we nicknamed it “The Beast

of Bolton” because it was so ugly looking and that cab was horribly uncomfortable.

But would it go; she was a flyer after Ray fitted an overdrive ratio into its standard (for

BRS) 5-speed gearbox.  I can still vividly recall travelling home up the M1 after

delivering a load of sprinkler pipes and fittings to Luton Hospital and then reloading

out of Bedford Iron Works with scaffolding fittings.  I was ‘cruising’ at 65mph when

the force of wind coming through the grille caused the engine covers in the cab to

disintegrate and collapse around my legs.
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The figure of “500” Bonallack cabs fitted to Comets might have come from

me, and it is what I was told in about 1961 when Ray Holden fitted such a cab onto an

accident damaged 1958 Leyland-cabbed Comet EC0S2/4R that he bought as a write-

off from HKR Transport, also of Little Lever.  From what I can recall the fitting of the

bonallack structure was not so straightforward as first envisaged, and modifications

to the mountings were required.

 Last year I came across a picture of one of these Bonallack cabs fitted onto an

AEC Mercury, although this was badged as a Maudslay, which in itself is a rarity.

Until I saw this photo I had always believed that these Bonallack cabs were solely

used on Leyland Comets.  This Maudslay was new to Pentus Brown of Leighton

Buzzard and although it is a poor quality image (copy of several copies) it does show

what a difference another grille style makes to a lorry.

Neil Steele asks the question in his letter, was the Gardner factory hit by bombs

during WWII?  The answer is no, it wasn’t, and the dip in production was almost

certainly due to skilled machinists and fitters joining the forces.  Gardners in their

unique way counted annual engine production in numbers of cylinders and as every

engine was hand made it follows that it took longer to assemble an 8LW, for example,

than it did a 5LW.  Interestingly Gardner’s best pre-war production figure was in

1938 when 3,935 completed engines left Barton Hall.  For comparison it then made

3,560 (1939), 2,947 (1940), 2,741 (1941), 3,297 (1943), 3,421 (1944), and 3,219

(1945).

Until 1942 Gardners were still producing every type of engine in its extensive

catalogue, including massive single cylinder horizontals and huge two-stroke marine

diesels.  After these latter time-consuming types were discontinued, the production

figures did increase, but several were large 6 and 8-cylinder L3 marine and stationery

types.  Various LWs and L2s were also being made for all branches of the armed
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forces, but mainly for the Royal Navy and the Army.  That is why traditional Gardner

users such as Daimler, Bristol, ERF, and Atkinson fitted AEC 7.7litre A202 engines

into wartime built buses and lorries, although about 90% of annual wartime produc-

tion at Barton Hall comprised LW series engines. Gardner 4LK engines powered the

midget submarines that attacked the Tirpitz.  Gardners also machined anti-aircraft

gun components.  Many Gardner LW engines used cast iron crankcases during WWII

because aluminium alloys were required for aircraft manufacturing, but they reverted

to alloy components afterwards.

From Terry Warneford (by e-mail)

Being a newish member (a whole 12 months), I don’t know if you have done

anything on Ashok Leyland.  Their website gives a neat history.  The reason behind

the e-mail is that I came across a magazine Truck and Driver (published by Reed

Business Information) – in the June 2005 edition is a splendid spread about Ashok

Leyland, with excellent illustrations showing some 1950s cab vehicles still in “collar

work” (and in good nick, too).  I seem to remember when I was at “The Motors”

(starting 1964) the Indian Leylands were all CKD, but from what I have seen in the

Torque, quite a bit of quasi-official local initiative was also used.  Probably the old

“Motors” ethic is still there too.  Perhaps my memory is enhancing things a bit, but I

am certain that “The Motors” were using “just in time” stock ordering (or at least a

very near ancestor) in the 60s, until the car people put a stop to it – only to rediscover

it 20 years later!  Given that, a Comet had goodness knows how may permutations of

engine options, gearboxes, axles, electrics, tyres, braking systems, etc, the only way

the production line could work was by having the right bits at the right time at the

right point on the line, otherwise storekeeping would have been a Medusa’s head of a

problem.  One of the more obscure aspects of “The Motors” pioneering spirit!  Best

wishes and many thanks for a grand magazine.

(It is perhaps worth noting that today, 2005, the only vehicles still in production with

the Leyland name badge are from Ashok. ARP)

From Brian Pugsley, Bridgend

Regarding the enquiry from Chris Swindlehurst in Leyland Torque 28 about

Leylands with Vista Vue cabs, I found the following information in the Sept 1965

issue of Leyland Journal … ‘Leyland Ashdod Motor Co (Israel) assembles a number

of Leyland Trucks including the ‘Clydesdale’, which has glass fibre cabs designed by

Leyland’s Danish Associates DAB ( Dansk Automobil Bygoeri) and are powered by

the 125bhp Leyland Power-Plus O.400 Diesel engine.’

From Peter Stanier, Gravesend – VE/VJ Day June 10th 2005

I felt very privileged to be asked by Kings Ferry Coaches, a coach firm based at

Gillingham, Kent to use my 1929 Leyland Lioness Six, LTB1, fitted with a Burlingham

26 seat all-weather body to transport member of the Victoria Cross Association and

the George Cross Association from Buckingham Palace to Horse Guards Parade for

the  VE/VJ Day Celebrations  to mark the 60th Anniversary of the ending of the

Second World War.  Kings Ferry Coaches kindly undertook to complete a certain

amount of tidying up of the vehicle including carpeting it throughout and also tempo-
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rarily sign writing it with their name on the sides and rear.  They have agreed to

repaint the White Rose Coaches logo probably after the Brighton run next year.  I felt

that it was a tremendous boost for the vintage vehicle preservation movement that a

largely unrestored 1929 vehicle could be selected for such a prestigious event.  It was

however, chosen because an open vehicle was required and there aren’t many other

suitable vehicles available.  Even so, special steps had to be manufactured in order to

get my elderly passengers on and off the vehicle comparatively easily.

I drove the Lioness to London on the previous Friday followed by one of the

works vans as a back up and was provided with a lock up garage at Chelsea Barracks

for security reasons, bearing in mind it was only a day after the horrendous suicide

bomb attacks.  I was also informed that the vehicle was required for rehearsals at

Buckingham Palace the following morning at 06.00 which necessitated a 2-night stay

in a very luxurious hotel in Vauxhall Bridge Road and an early morning call at 04.30!

I hadn’t realised how much rehearsing was required, as we had to go through the

whole thing again at the Horse Guards Parade in the afternoon.

Fortunately Sunday dawned fair and bright and I was joined by Julian Hopper

who had travelled to London by train on the Sunday morning and was going to act as

my riding mechanic and moral support.  We were both going to wear long white

coats, we looked more  like ice  cream sellers than a coach crew!  We walked to

Wellington Barracks where the vehicle had been kept over night and then drove into

Buckingham Palace at 13.00 where the vehicle was given a thorough search includ-

ing sniffer dogs.  Our passengers arrived at 14.15 having been entertained for lunch

by the Queen (to which we were not invited!).  As the coach had been sitting in the

sun for so long some of the passengers complained that the seats were too hot to sit on

and asked for the hood to be put up!  At 14.28 exactly we left the Palace to drive down
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the Mall to Horse Guards Parade.  What an experience that was, being entirely on our

own with so many thousands of people cheering us on and the whole episode being

watched by millions on television.  When we arrived at Horse Guards Parade 4,000

people rose to their feet cheering.  I know the cheering was for my passengers but I

couldn’t help wondering if a little bit could also have been for the vehicle, as she

really looked the part for the occasion.

After the stage events we had to load up and hurry back down Birdcage Walk

to arrive at the Palace before the Queen, who had travelled down the Mall at walking

pace in her open Range Rover.  At the Palace we were parked underneath the Royal

balcony next to the bands and standard bearers.  When the vintage planes went over-

head some of the poppies dropped out of the Lancaster bombers actually fell into the

vehicle where I shall keep them as a memento to an exceptional weekend.

From David Burnicle, Grimscote, Northants

Re the photograph of the Singapore Bus Service Atlantean on page 48, of

Torque No.28, Ron says that the SBS all-over advertisements did not include the front

of the vehicles.  The company must have changed their policy at some time.  The

enclosed photo that I took in October 1984 shows an Atlantean with its “Tiger” badge

(and paintwork) on the front.  I’m sure it was deliberately done by someone at SBS

with a nice sense of humour.

In 1985, there was a Greater Manchester P.T.E. Northern Counties bodied

Olympian (3102, B102 SJA) running around with an all-over advertisement for Lion

Beer, but the opportunity to put a pseudo “Lion” badge on the front was missed, as can

be seen from the photo on the opposite page.

Finally, the Ribble Olympian DBV 137Y “SOLID FUEL BUS” of 1986 had

me worried the first time I saw it – but it turned out to be an advertisement for coal

fires and not a fiendish NBC engine conversion.  There was a similar Blackburn

Corporation “SOLID FUEL” Atlantean SBV 16X at about the same time.

The front of Singapore

Bus Service Leyland

Atlantean SBS 5340L,

an AN68/2R fitted with

a British Aluminum Co.

body. For a while this

bus carried a special

all-over livery which

extolled the nation of

Singapore, rather than

advertised a product.

     (D.Burnicle)
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You’ve seen my favourite all-over advertisement – the one for Hendy Lennox.

the car dealers of Southampton. with a third axle painted on to a Hants & Dorset

Bristol VRT.  I used the picture in my AGM talk last year.

The front of Greater Manchester

Olympian/Northern Counties with

its “Lion Bitter” badge is seen on

the left, while below is the Ribble

“Solid Fuel” bus.

Whilst some aspects of overall

advertisements are “fun”, the all-

over vinyls which obscure the

side windows and rear of buses

(and trams) can be confusing to

motorists, who are left unsure as

to what sort of vehicle they are

approaching. The HSE do not

seem to have thought about this.

      (Photos, D. Burnicle)
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SOCIETY SALES
NEW BOOKS  We expect to publish two new books in the Leyland Fleet Series in

the near future. The first title will be on the subject of the Ribble Double-deck Coaches

built on Leyland Titan and Atlantean chassis (with the final batch on Leyland engined

Bristol VRLL) and has been written by John Howie. Full details will be announced in

the next edition of Torque. The second title to be published in the Spring of 2006 will

be The Leyland Buses of Leigh Corporation, by Ron Phillips, which will describe

the buses of Leigh with a few references to the ‘special’ Leyland trolleybuses of the

S.L.T. which ran on the Leigh - Bolton service.

These books will be available to members of the Leyland Society at a special

reduced price.

SOCIETY CARDS Available now, and well in time for Christmas, are packs of cards

depicting a snow scene with a Leyland Octopus of British Road Services. The picture

is a reproduction of a painting by James Downie, and is illustrated (here in black and

white) below.

They are 21cm. x 15cm. (approx. 8 inches by 6 inches for those old enough to

remember the British Road Services fleet) in full colour on good quality card, and

they come with envelopes in a pack of five at £3.99, post free.

Please send your order to Society Treasurer David Berry, 5 Spring Hill Close,

Westlea, Swindon, Wilts. SN5 7BG. Cheques and postal orders to be made payable to

The Leyland Society Ltd.
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SALES & WANTS
FOR SALE

OPS4/5 and OPD2/9 converted to tow trucks are available free of charge in South

Africa, with financial help to bring them back.  Please contact Andrew Johnson,  30

Bonnersfield Lane, Harrow, HA1 2LE.

T45 Cab bits, front panels, steps, engine for Lynx and maybe an old AEC 760 en-

gine.  Looking for badge for Scammell Amazon.  Please contact Dave Bryant 01603

451121.

Leyland Journal  - 29 issues between January 1958 and Jan-Feb 1963 available free,

just cost of p&p – please contact Clive Luff (The Drayman) Gosport, Hampshire.

HYPERLINK "mailto:clive.luff@dsl.pipex.com"   clive.luff@dsl.pipex.com

Leyland Journal – dating from 1951 to 1967 (118 issues in total) together with nine

Sales/Service Gazettes.  Years 1956-1967 are complete.  Please contact Mrs. M. Truran,

on 01458 834032

HYPERLINK "mailto:helentruran@aol.com"   helentruran@aol.com

Sales Brochures – Cub, Comet 90, Gnu, Badger, Steer, Cheetah, Lynx, etc. etc.

Please contact Pooks Motor Books, Unit 4, Victoria Mills, Fowke Street, Rothley,

Leicester, LE7 7PJ, Tel: 0116 237 6222.

WANTED

Jigsaw – complete or incomplete, Leyland Commercial Vehicles jigsaw (circa mid

60s).  Please contact T. Montgomery, “East Kent”, 13 Whappstown Road, Moorfields,

Ballymena, BT42, 3DA.

Leyland Journal -  1948 January and July,  1949 May,  1950 November,  1951

November,  1962 November/December (Vol.22.No.6), 1963 Jan/Feb (Vol.23 No.1)

May/June (Vol.23 No.4) Nov/Dec (Vol.23 No.6), 1964 March/April (Vol.24 No.2),

1965 January (Vol.25 No.1) – Please contact Neil Steele on 01538 753878.

OTHER

Preservation Ian Webster, Nottingham, would like to help someone in running their

preserved lorry, to gain experience prior to purchasing one.  He is an  enthusiast and

wishes to help – please contact Ian on Home: 01773 785998, Work 0115 9363240.

Advice Richard Roberts-Collin who worked for Leyland agents, Ford & Slater, has

an extensive collection of Leyland photos and marketing material, and offers help

and advice to members – please contact Richard on 01296 668892, Aylesbury.

Current use of the “Leyland” name

An item in a national newspaper recently referred to a legal matter concerning

the supply of army lorries to an African state. This came as a reminder that the word

“Leyland” is still current on heavy goods vehicles manufactured in India under the

Ashok-Leyland brand name. The vehicles in question were 4x4 military trucks, with

the type name of “Stallion”.....yet another inhabitant of the Leyland menagerie!

 (ARP)
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 TAILPIECE

In this Alicante (Spain) streetscene of the early seventies, a local bus on route

11 escapes to the right as a Leyland Comet lorry, V 24697, approaches on the left

laden to the height of a double deck bus with general merchandise. The Briggs cab

has had a number of non-standard items attached, including the perspex sun-vizor

bearing the name of the owner, large rear view mirrors on outriggers to see past the

bulky load, numerous marker lights, and a pair of width markers (those little red

knobs on the end of poles to give the driver an idea as to where the front of the vehicle

is). The ‘list to port’ may be due to the camera angle and camber on the road, or may

be the cargo is not as carefully stacked as it might be. Anyway, at least Spanish lorry

drivers rarely had to worry about low bridges.

The bus, No.50 (A 77544) in the Alicante urban fleet, is no stranger to over-

loading either. It is a three door Pegaso 6020, and licensed to carry more than one

hundred passengers.

Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the Society, its

officers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his attention any

errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material used. Should

there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed to enable ac-

knowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society gives notice that

membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque dispatch informa-

tion are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is not divulged to any

outside agency or individual.

This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe and Ron Phillips, with

additional help from Neil Steele. Distribution by Victoria Phillips. It was printed by Fretwell

Print & Design, Keighley, West Yorkshire. Items for inclusion in the Winter 2005 issue should

be sent to the Editor by 31st October 2005, please.

LEYLAND TORQUE

(Photo Ron Phillips)
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